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SUMMARY

Patrick Kilbourne is a Director at Berkeley Research Group (BRG), a leading global expert services and
consulting firm. He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), a Certified Management Accountant (CMA), a
Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA) and a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). He is also
Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) and Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).

He earned a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School of Business, a Master of Accountancy degree from Brigham Young University and a
Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from Brigham Young University. Mr. Kilbourne is an expert in
applying finance, accounting and economic analysis to intellectual property damage assessments, lost
profits calculation and forensic accounting investigations. He has been retained as an expert in numerous
matters and has testified as an expert in both federal and state venues.

A substantial portion of his career has been spent in advising companies in non-litigation matters relating
to forensic investigations, royalty audits, implementing costs saving practices, and operational issues. His
experience spans a broad range of industries, including pharmaceutical, technology, software, retail
products, manufacturing, automotive, healthcare, biotechnology, construction, real estate,
telecommunications, chemicals and oil & gas.
Prior to joining BRG, he spent 9 years at LECG as a Director. Prior to LECG he was the head of Arthur
Andersen’s Strategy Finance & Economic Consulting practice in Salt Lake City, where he oversaw
accounting, intellectual property, economic consulting, and forensic accounting services.
EDUCATION

Master of Business Administration (MBA), the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania
Master of Accountancy (MACC), Brigham Young University
Bachelor of Science in Accounting, Brigham Young University
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PRESENT POSITION
Berkeley Research Group, LLC, Director, 2011 to present
OTHER POSITIONS HELD

LECG, LLC, Director, 2002 to 2011
Arthur Andersen, LLP, Divisional Director/Senior Manager, 1997 to 2002
Arthur Andersen, LLP, Strategy, Finance & Economic Consulting Division, 1993 to 1997
PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS

Certified Public Accountant
Certified Management Accountant
Certified Fraud Examiner
Certified in Financial Forensics
Accredited in Business Valuation by the AICPA
Chartered Global Management Accountant
Institute of Certified Fraud Examiners
Institute of Management Accountants
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Utah Association of Certified Public Accountants
REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE
Lost Profits related to Trade Secrets, Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Defamation
Engaged to calculate lost profits related to misappropriation of trade secrets and breach of fiduciary duty
in a matter in which the president of the company started a competing business and hired several former
employees. The matter also involved claims of defamation.
Misappropriation of Trade Secrets
Engaged as expert to calculate damages related to the misappropriation of trade secrets. Defendant was
accused of breach of contract and misappropriation of technology related to the improvement of seismic
construction techniques.

Trade Secret Lost Profits and Forensic Investigation
Engaged as expert to calculate lost profits related to the alleged misappropriation of trade secrets. The
engagement included a forensic investigation of the parties accounting records.

Intellectual Property Infringement
Engaged as an expert by one of the world’s foremost software and service companies to calculate
damages regarding an intellectual property infringement and breach of contract claim related to software
code.
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Intellectual Property Infringement / Software Counterfeiting
Engaged by a leading network software provider to calculate lost profits resulting from alleged
intellectual property infringement, counterfeiting and the improper sales and return practices of a
software reseller.

Intellectual Property Lost Profit, Reasonable Royalty and Disgorged Profit Analysis
Conducted a damage calculation on behalf of a defendant for alleged intellectual property infringement.
The issue involved guide software for cable set-top boxes. The analysis included the determination of
lost profits, a reasonable royalty examination, disgorged profits and the calculation of profits related to
convoyed sales.
Intellectual Property Lost Profit and Reasonable Royalty Analysis
Engaged as an expert to calculate damages for alleged patent infringement related to a consumer
product. Damage calculations included lost profits and reasonable royalties.

Intellectual Property Lost Profits and Reasonable Royalty Calculation
Engaged as an expert to analyze lost profits and determine reasonable royalties for a billion-dollar fitness
company that was accused of patent infringement. I provided testimony in the state court of Utah
Defamation Lost Profit Analysis
Engaged to review alleged defamation related damages by a plaintiff. The defendant also submitted
counter claims for defamation.

Software Installation Damage Calculation
Reviewed the damage calculation related to the failed installation of an Enterprise Resource Planning
software (ERP) package.
Copyright Infringement
Engaged to determine a reasonable license fee for misappropriated intellectual property.

Forensic Investigation
Conducted a forensic investigation of the profit sharing calculation made by a party to an alliance agreement.
The collaboration agreement related to one of the top ten best-selling pharmaceuticals in the world.
Forensic Investigation
Conducted a forensic investigation of a royalty audit prepared by an accounting firm covering pharmaceutical
sales of multiple products totaling $37.5 billion over three years. The accounting firm alleged underpaid
royalties of approximately $50 million. We identified multiple errors in the accounting firm’s calculations and
analysis and concluded that royalties had been overpaid by $2.7 million.
Forensic Investigation
Engaged to provide expert testimony regarding pharmaceutical industry practices for audit and document
retention provisions typically included in profit sharing agreements. The matter related to two biotechnology
companies involved in the development of antibody therapies for lower respiratory tract diseases.
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Expert Testimony on Forensic Investigation Practices
Engaged to provide expert testimony regarding the industry policies and practices for conducting a forensic
royalty investigation.
Forensic Royalty Investigation
Engaged to conduct a royalty investigation of a healthcare licensee with sales affiliates located throughout the
world.
Software Royalty Analysis
Engaged to calculate royalties related to an operating system software provider. The distributor/reseller
allegedly underpaid royalties over a several-year period.
Pharmaceutical Royalty Investigation
Conducted a royalty investigation on behalf of a pharmaceutical company. The purpose of the
investigation was to ensure the proper calculation and payment of royalties by the licensee.

Software Royalty Calculation
Engaged as expert to calculate damages for a network software provider related to claims of the
inappropriate calculation of royalties and breach of contract.

Intellectual Property Royalty Dispute
Expert for intellectual property dispute involving the underpayment of royalties. Royalties in this
instance were based on the profitability of the business operations. The licensee had underpaid royalties
based on the alleged manipulation of profits.
Class Action – Customer Service
Engaged by a technology manufacturer to assist with a customer service class action law suit. The claim
related to the alleged late or improper fulfillment of rebates and merchandise in a consumer promotion
campaign.

Class Action – Magnuson-Moss Consumer Warranty
Assisted a technology client in resolving a Magnuson-Moss consumer warranty class action law suit.
Plaintiffs claimed the Company did not comply with its product warranty obligations. The engagement
included the identification of class members, which approached 4 million, settlement assistance and class
administration, including all class communications and notifications.
Class Action Certification
Oversaw the evaluation of a firm’s financial condition and liquidity in relation to a class action
certification.

Bank Fee Class Action
Assisted one of the largest financial institutions in the western United States in a class action matter
brought by trust beneficiaries alleging that the Bank, as trustee, engaged in a pattern of overcharging
personal trust accounts for trustee fees.
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Securities Litigation - Software Revenue Recognition
Assisted in a securities litigation matter in which a Big-5 accounting firm was accused of co-conspiring to
inappropriately recognized revenue for ERP software contracts.

Breach of Contract for Technology Service Provider
Expert for settlement negotiations between a major software supplier and a technology service provider.
The analysis consisted of a damage calculation resulting from the software providers alleged breach of
contract.
Breach of Contract in IT Outsourcing Industry
Engaged to evaluate economic losses related to a breach of contract between a software company and a
server outsourcing business.
Breach of Contract - Data Center
Assisted an outsourcing data center in evaluating economic losses related to a business interruption
event.

Damages Related to Anti-Competitive Actions
Engaged by a city to calculate damages related to alleged actions of a fixed-base airport operator (FBO).
The FBO had allegedly engaged in anti-competitive activities that caused lost profits for a competing FBO.
The engagement included the analysis of lost profits related to repair and service compensation, labor
costs and lost fuel sales.
Oil Sands Mining Business Interruption Lost Profit Analysis
Engaged by one of the oil majors to conduct an economic loss analysis related to a short-term shut down
of an oil sands mining operation. The analysis included determining the revenues and expenses that
would have occurred "but for" the shutdown. The incremental cost analysis included a detailed review of
the specific activities that drive the costs of the mining operation, including natural gas, electricity,
process chemicals, raw materials, etc. I calculated the incremental lost profits to be $220 million, which
was the figure agreed to in settlement negotiations.
Review of Joint Business Operations
Conducted an investigation of a joint business between two major pharmaceutical companies with global
operations. The investigation included a detailed review of the appropriateness of cost allocation
methodologies and contract compliance issues. We reviewed the business operations and profit sharing
payments in multiple locations and identified numerous compliance issues, including improper cost
allocations and the inclusion of contractually disallowed costs. The findings resulted in substantial
recoveries for the client.

Product Costs Analysis for Internet Search Engine
Product costs for most companies consist of easily identifiable costs such as raw material, labor and other
direct costs. The products of Internet content providers are web pages and the costs associated with
creating a web page have few similarities to those of more tangible products. I led the development of a
product profitability methodology for a major Internet search engine. This analysis enabled the Company
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to understand the cost drivers of creating a web page, the profitability of each web page and ultimately
make more informed economic product line decisions.

Cost Analysis / Review of Joint Business Operations
Led a review of joint business operations on behalf of a corporation that provided critical enabling
technology to one of world’s largest automotive suppliers. The automotive supplier was responsible for
all aspects of the business operations, including manufacturing, marketing and selling. The analysis
included a detailed review of the automotive supplier product cost drivers and involved the evaluation of
transfer prices from multiple international divisions. The review of the business operations and profit
sharing calculations identified multiple issues related to cost allocations, transfer pricing and contract
compliance.
Business Process and Cost Analysis for Repair & Replace Function of Technology Company
Developed a strategy for the repair and replace function for a high-technology computer component
manufacturer. The company was experiencing product returns of over $100 million per year. These
products were either, repaired and returned to the customer or discarded and replaced with new
product. The new process was re-designed to dramatically reduce costs through a careful evaluation of
activity based costing and to improve customer service by providing the customer with product quickly.

Profitability and Pricing Analysis of Mining Equipment
Engaged by a large mining equipment retailer to examine equipment maintenance contracts valued at
$40 million per year and provide a strategy to improve profitability through changes in pricing and an
evaluation of cost drivers. The examination identified the profitable and unprofitable components of the
contracts and resulted in increased profitability, better customer service and leverage in contract
negotiations.

Tax Refund Assessment
Rebutted a government denial of a refund for an excise tax assessment on behalf of a munitions company.
The project included a calculation of the tax refund; a market analysis and a determination of whether the
company established prices based on market prices or a cost-plus calculation.
Biotechnology Analysis of Cost and Demand Drivers
Conducted a financial analysis for a biotechnology company. The company was faced with a critical
decision to build, buy or outsource manufacturing capacity. The choices were driven by a complex and
unpredictable combination of costs, demand and capacity. We assisted the company in developing a
framework for analyzing the decision, which included and evaluation of the activities driving costs and
demand.
Cost-Plus Pricing Analysis
Engaged by an explosives manufacturer to analyze product prices related to a cost-plus pricing
agreement. The project included a review of direct and allocated costs.

Business Interruption of Oil Refinery and Pipeline
Engaged to calculate lost profits and economic losses related to a pipeline explosion. The explosion led to
the use of alternative transportation methods to replace the pipeline capacity. Thus, a portion of our
analysis included a comparison of pipeline transportation costs and alternative transportation costs.
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Damage Calculation for Gold Mine
Engaged on behalf of a gold mining operation to calculate damages based on the company’s reliance on
the analysis and representations of one of the world's leading engineering, construction, and diversified
services firm.
Investigation of General Partner
Oversaw a damage calculation and investigation of a general partner on behalf of a limited partner for
improper management and accounting improprieties. This analysis involved the use of forensic
accounting methods to trace the movement of funds through multiple accounts and business entities
formed by the general partner.

Damage Calculation related to Purchase Agreement
Assisted in the quantification of damages incurred by a leader in the automotive safety product industry.
The dispute centered on the acquisition of the safety products operations of an industry competitor.
Environmental Antitrust Damage Calculation
Analyzed the business plan and calculated damages for a nuclear waste disposal facility in the context of
antitrust litigation.
Savings & Loan Damage Analysis
Assisted in the prepared of a damage claim analysis on behalf of a Saving and Loan Institution related to
the S&L crisis.
Biotechnology Royalty Audit
Conducted royalty audits in several countries related to medical testing equipment.

Mining Lost Profit Analysis
Engaged to conduct a forensic and lost profit analysis of a large gravel mining partnership. The case
included accusations of fraud and mismanagement against the partner managing the mining operations.

Business Interruption of Travel Agency
Engaged to evaluate and testify regarding the lost profits and business valuation damages experienced by
a travel agency as a consequence of a business interruption event.
Retail Lost Profit Analysis
Engaged to evaluate lost profits related to contaminated food supplied to a food manufacturer.
Economic Losses of Business Interruption
Evaluated economic losses related to a fire in a paint manufacturing operation.

Economic Losses of Business Interruption
Evaluated economic losses related to a fire in a metals manufacturing operation.
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Business Interruption Lost Profits in Telecommunications Industry
Engaged on behalf of a wireless carrier to calculate lost profits caused by the alleged negligence of a
third-party service provider.

Taking Dispute
Engaged by a government entity to value property and evaluate economic losses related to an eminent
domain taking.

Fraud Investigation of Real Estate Partnership
Assisted in the accounting investigation of a residential real estate partnership. The general partner
allegedly misappropriated funds from the partnership through the use of related party sub-contractors.
Investment Services SEC Investigation
Assisted the SEC in a claim resolution matter related to alleged fraudulent actions of an investment
services firm.

Antitrust Price Fixing Damage Calculation
Prepared a damage analysis related to antitrust violations in an industry-wide price fixing matter in the
U.S. vitamin manufacturing industry. The analysis combined finance and accounting theories into an
easily understood determination of reasonable profits and potential excess profits during a decade-long
period of antitrust violations.
Management Fraud Investigation
Engaged by the owner of a motor-sports vehicle retail operation to investigate the alleged fraud of the
business managers.

Money Laundering and Fraud Investigation
Oversaw the creation of a litigation database containing over one hundred thousand bank transaction
documents related to a money laundering and fraud investigation. The database was created to model
and track the flow of funds among multiple entities over several years.

Accounting Malpractice
Oversaw an accounting malpractice investigation related to an inventory valuation. The analysis
consisted of an assessment of the inventory overstatement, an opinion on the nature of the malpractice,
which included not adhering to professional accounting standards and not following due professional
care.
FTC Investigation
Assisted a high-technology client in responding to a FTC investigation of alleged FTC rules violations.
The project included the preparation of responses to the FTC’s inquiries over an extended period,
oversight of the collection and preparation of details on tens of thousands of customer transactions and
assisting the client in negotiations that resulted in a satisfactory resolution to the government’s
investigation.
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Municipal Bond Litigation and Bond Portfolio Reconciliation
Assisted one of the world’s largest banking institutions in a California False Claims Act litigation brought
on behalf of the State and more than 1,400 political subdivisions seeking more than $4 billion in damages.
The claims alleged failure to escheat unclaimed funds, fee overcharges and investment-related claims.
The analysis involved dozens of accounting systems and more than 35,000 boxes of records. All claims
against the bank were settled.
FTC Investigation
Assisted a high-technology client in responding to and resolving a FTC investigation related to an alleged
failure to refund credit balances to customers.
Construction Claim Review
Engaged on behalf of the owner to investigate allegations of construction delays, disallowed cost
reimbursement and excess billings from the general contractor, project engineer and project
management company.

Lender Liability Lawsuit
Assisted a construction company in a lender liability lawsuit in which the lender allegedly forced the
construction company into bankruptcy.

Investigation of Biotechnology Joint Venture
Engaged to investigate and analyze the operations and profit sharing of a biotechnology related joint
venture. One of the partners suspected that the other party was not capitalizing on the shared
intellectual property and, thus, not maximizing the client’s profits from the joint venture.

Breach of Contract
Engaged to calculate lost profit damages for an alleged breach of contract related to repair services of
circuit boards.

Telecommunications Breach of Contract Damage Calculation
Engaged by a major telecommunications provider in a breach of contract issues with a Local Exchange
Carrier (LEC). The telecomm provider had allegedly breached a contract with the LEC. The LEC was
launching a new business and was requesting damages based on lost profits.
Breach of Contract – Travel Industry
Calculated economic losses related to an alleged breach of contract for a travel services provider.

Breach of Contract - Manufacturing
Calculated economic losses related to an alleged breach of contract of a manufacturing operation.

Telecommunications Breach of Contract / Underpayment Damage Analysis
Engaged by a long-distance provider to collect and quantify data related to the phone usage of thousands
of pay phones owned by a single entity. The dispute centered on the contractual and FCC mandated
payments that should be made to the phone owner.
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Health Club Acquisition Dispute
Engage by one of the leading health club companies to assess damages related to the alleged breach of
contract related to the purchase of a smaller chain of health clubs.
Due Diligence Analysis for the Acquisition of Waste Disposal Companies
Conducted financial and operational due diligence analysis on behalf of Waste Management related to
several acquisitions.
Acquisition Due Diligence Examinations
Conducted multiple corporate due diligence examinations of financial and business operations in
compliance with SEC acquisition requirements.
Business Acquisition Due Diligence
Conducted a due diligence analysis of businesses to determine fit with acquiring company,
reasonableness of business projections and accuracy of financial statements.

IPO Due Diligence Examination
Conducted due diligence review in the healthcare industry in relation to an initial public offering. The
review included an examination of business operations, financial statements and financial forecasts.
Construction Cost Analysis
Engaged to evaluate cost overruns in a residential development project.

Water Treatment Plant Cost Analysis
Engaged on behalf of a municipal owner to evaluate cost claims of the general contractor in the
construction of a large water treatment plant.

Financial Statement Audits
Conducted numerous financial statement audits of SEC, private and governmental organizations. Audits
included evaluation of accuracy of all balance sheet and income statement figures as well as a review of
estimates, reserves and contingent liabilities. Industry experience with audited financial statements
includes healthcare, software, insurance, airline, marketing, technology, construction, engineering, retail
and government organizations.
International Relocation of Business Functions
Assisted a manufacturer in evaluating the financial benefits of relocating certain company functions to a
non-U.S. location. The evaluation indicated a financial benefit to the company. I then assisted the
company in the actual transition.

Trust Fund audit and Reconciliation for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Assisted the US Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in auditing and reconciling Native American tribal trust
funds. The BIA manages the trust funds for Native Americans that come from a variety of sources,
including oil and gas production on Indian lands, grazing leases, coal production and timber sales on the
allotted land of Native Americans. The reconciliation period was approximately twenty years. The
project included working with and coordinating the activities and record keeping of numerous Native
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American tribes and government organizations, as well as collecting and reconciling countless sources of
electronic and paper documents. The project resulted in the reconciliation of billions of dollars of trust
funds.

Black-Scholes Option Valuation
Engaged by a trucking company to value end-of-lease guarantees for a fleet of trucks. The valuation was
performed using the Black-Scholes option pricing methodology.
Marketing Business Valuation
Assisted a marketing company in valuing its business.

Competitive Compensation Analysis
Engaged by the State of Hawaii to assess and testify regarding the reasonableness of the wages relative to
the labor market of approximately 50,000 government employees.
Analysis of Government’s “Ability to Pay” for Employee Wage Increases
Engaged by the State of Hawaii to assess and testify regarding its ability to pay for wage increases
proposed by the State and the State Employee’s union of approximately 25,000 employees

Compensation Analysis
Prepared a compensation analysis for a closely-held corporation. The analysis involved the
determination of market wages for certain company positions and comparison to actual company wages.
Compensation and Benefits Analysis
Engaged to determine the compensation and benefits due to a group of employees that alleged the
employer of underpayment.
Damages Related to a Non-Compete Breach of Contract Matter
Engaged to calculate lost profits related to an alleged breach of a former employee’s non-compete
agreement. The companies at issue provided insurance billing services to pharmacies.

Analysis of Government’s “Ability to Pay” for Employee Wage Increases
Engaged by the State of Hawaii to assess its ability to pay for wage increases proposed by the State and
the Nurses union.
Wrongful Terminations
Engaged to calculate economic losses in multiple wrongful termination disputes.

Analysis of Partner Compensation and Distributions for Mining Partnership
Engaged to analyze the operations of a mining and real estate partnership and determine
compensation/distributions due the partners per the operating and employment agreements.

Orange County Bankruptcy
Assisted Orange County in the largest municipal bankruptcy in history. Assessed the County’s obligations
toward creditors participating in the County’s Investment Pool. Negotiated the resolution of $900 million
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in claims against the county. Coordinated and accounted for the disbursement of $400 million to
creditors.

Solvency Analysis
Assisted in evaluating the solvency and business model of several related companies, pursuant to a
bankruptcy.
Residential Construction Bankruptcy
Assisted a residential construction company in bankruptcy re-organization proceedings.

Bankruptcy Oversight
Engaged by the court to oversee the financial activities of an individual with substantial assets and
liabilities in bankruptcy proceedings.

Bankruptcy Workout – Retail Grocer
Assisted counsel in creating a bankruptcy workout plan for a retail grocer. The project included a
detailed analysis of the business operations of the grocer, implementation of cost cutting measures and
creation of detailed cash flow forecasts.
Bankruptcy Workout – Manufacturing secretaries
Assisted counsel in creating a bankruptcy workout plan for a manufacturing operation. The project
included a detailed analysis of the business operations of the manufacturer, implementation of cost
cutting measures and creation of cash flow forecasts.

Accounting for Dissolution of Real Estate Development Partnership
Oversaw an accounting for the dissolution of a real estate development partnership. The dissolution
resulted from litigation between the general partner and the limited partners and covered 20 years of
operations.
Supply Chain Process Improvement
Provided consultation and analysis for $1.5 billion technology company regarding business process
improvements throughout the company’s supply chain.
Utah Water Conservatory District
Provided advice and consulting service related to municipal water litigation.

Valuation of Investment Opportunity
Consulted with a commercial airline component manufacturer regarding the value of investing capital
and resources into a new business venture. The analysis included an evaluation of overall company
strategy and a net present value profitability analysis.

Electronic Litigation Database
Engaged by a technology company to oversee the creation of a litigation document database that allowed
the client and multiple law firms in the U.S. and several international locations to access and share
litigation related documents and information, track productions and search for critical documents. The
database was ultimately used in multiple litigation matters.
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Creation of Electronic Litigation Database
Engaged by a technology company to oversee the creation of a litigation document database containing
over 100,000 documents. The project included assistance in identifying applicable documents and
managing the process of electronically scanning the documents and coding key information to create a
searchable database.

Inventory Reduction Project
Facilitated an inventory reduction initiative for a computer maker. The project required the cooperation
of multiple business groups within the company with different incentives and motivations related to the
company’s level of inventory. Through effective facilitation of the competing interests, inventories were
reduced substantially.

Strategic Marketing Analysis
Assisted Applied Materials with a project designed to expand the role of business unit and corporate
marketing beyond the historical role of tactical activities and sales support into driving business unit
strategy and direction. The project included a benchmarking examination of the strategic marketing role,
organization, and processes of Applied Materials in comparison to other organizations with strong
strategic marketing organizations, including Honeywell, Cisco, GE, Proctor & Gamble, etc., via extensive
interviews and analysis of each of the participating companies.
Rebate Process Correction
Advised a consumer products company on business process and regulatory compliance issues related to
the effective and efficient administration of multiple consumer promotion campaigns.
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TESTIMONY
R&R Industrial Park v. Glidden Company
Utah State Court
Dial Industries v. Lipper International
U.S. District Court in Utah

Gravel Resources of Arizona v. Salt River Sand & Rock
Arizona State Court

State of Hawaii v. Hawaii Government Employees Union
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii, 2005
Cox v. Iomega Corporation
Delaware State Court

SME Steel v. Star Seismic, LLC
Utah State Court

Vectra Fitness v. ICON Health & Fitness
U.S. District Court in Washington
Bucon v. FedEx Ground
Utah State Court

Tyree, LLC v. Harrison Development, Inc
California State Court

AH Aero Services v. Ogden City, Kemp Development and Fair Air
Utah State Court
State of Hawaii v. Hawaii Government Employees Union
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii, 2007
BC Technical v. Ensil
U.S. District Court in Utah

Tooele Associates v. Tooele City
Utah State Court

Canyons School District v. Jordan School District
Arbitration Panel in Utah
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Berkeley Booth v. Glass Slipper Properties, et. al.
Utah State Court

State of Hawaii v. Hawaii Government Employees Union
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii, 2009
State of Hawaii v. United Public Workers Union
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii

Utah Digestive Health Institute, et. al. v. Dr. Steven Porter
Utah State Court
CoreBrace, LLC v. Star Seismic, LLC
Utah State Court

Novartis Vaccines & Diagnostics v. Ortho Clinical Diagnostics (div. of Johnson & Johnson)
Arbitration in New York
MedImmune v. PDL Biopharma
U.S. District Court in California

Seychelles Organics, Inc. v. John Rose
U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Arizona

StorageCraft Technology Corporation v. James Kirby
U.S. District Court in Utah

MCA Financial Group, Ltd v. Desert Equipment Company, Phoenix, San-Man, Maricopa Materials, et. al.
Arizona State Court
The Layton Companies, Inc. and Layton Construction Company, Inc. v. Sirq, Inc.
Utah State Court
Consonus Acquisition Corporation v. SimplexGrinnell LP
Utah State Court

Holly Refining & Marketing Company v. Mullen Crane and Transport, Inc; Olsen-Beal Associates Co.; and
Benham Constructors, LLC
U.S. District Court
State of Hawaii v. Hawaii Government Employees Union, Bargaining Unit 6
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii, 2013
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State of Hawaii v. Hawaii Government Employees Union, Bargaining Unit 13
Arbitration Panel in Hawaii, 2013
PRG Resort Management, LLC v. The Resort Center Condominiums Owners Association, All Seasons Resort
Management, Inc. and The Resort Center, LTD.
U.S. District Court
Pfizer v. Amgen
Arbitration Panel
California College, Inc.; Stevens-Henager College, Inc.; CollegeAmerica Services, Inc.; CollegeAmerica
Denver, Inc.; and CollegeAmerica Arizona, Inc. v. UCN, Inc.; inContact, Inc.; InsideSales.com, Inc.
Utah State Court
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